Using combinatorial arguments we determine the determinantal divisors for the tensor product of two matrices, thereby obtaining its elementary divisors and Jordan canonical form.
[lo, p. 1821 in connection with his work on ordered sets. In [3, 91 a corrected version of Aitken's method of chains as it applies to generic matrices associated with acyclic digraphs is given. In this paper we shall correct Aitken's derivation of the elementary divisors of a tensor product. The proof proceeds by giving a combinatorial derivation of the determinantal divisors, from which the elementary divisors are then obtained in the classical way.
TENSOR PRODUCTS
Let A and B be m X m and n X n matrices, respectively, over a field F that contains all the eigenvalues of A and B. The tensor product of A with B is the mn x mn matrix A@ B which is partitioned into m2 blocks, the (i, j) block being the n X n matrix a, jB (1~ i, j < m). Let e,(A) = (A -Xi)", ., h,(X) of C are then determined by
while the elementary divisors of C are the powers (X -c)~ of linear polynomials which occur in the prime factorizations of h 1( A), . . . , h,(h). Suppose C is a triangular matrix with constant main diagonal entries equal to c. Then for i = 1; . ., n, XI -C has an i X i submatrix with determinant equal to (A -c)'. It follows that di(X) = (A -C)~I for some nonnegative integer k, (i 2 l), and hence the elementary divisors of C are the nonconstant invariant factors (2.2) of C. Since the matrix (2.1) is triangular with constant main diagonal entries equal to ab, it will suffice to determine the determinantal divisors of (2.1).
DIGRAPHS
Let C = [ cij] be an n X n matrix over F. The digruph D = D(C) of C has vertices 1,2,. . . , n with an arc ij from i to j whenever i it j and cij # 0. A path y of length t >, 0 in D is a sequence i,, is,. . . , i,, I of t + 1 distinct vertices such that iii,;
. ., i,i,+ 1 are all arcs. Following Gansner [3] , we define a k-path in D to be a set y of vertices which can be partitioned into sets W,; . ., W, for some s < k such that the vertices in each W, can be ordered to form a path yi. The siz of the k-path y is the number 1~1 of vertices in y. Note that the set of vertices of a path of length t is a l-path of size t + 1, and we sometimes do not distinguish between a path and its set of In Figure 1 we have drawn Is@ I',. The horizontal and vertical arcs are the arcs of the Cartesian product I, x I?, while the 45" arcs are those of the Cartesian conjunction rs A I,. In referring to lYP@Ia, or any subdigraph, we assume it has been drawn in this way. Since every arc of r,@ r, either goes to the right, or goes up, or both, it is clear that Pdrp.rb) = P,(r, x r,) = P + 4 -1.
We first prove that p,(rP@r,) = p,(T, x I?,). Consider k-paths y of r,@ Iq having size equal to pk( lTP@ I?,). Such y can be partitioned into paths Yi,' . -9 yk (the number of paths may be smaller than k, but for notational purposes we assume there are k by allowing some to be empty). We assume y and yI,. . . , yk have been chosen to satisfy in order: If the number of 45O arcs is 0, then y is a k-path of l', x rq. Now assume that there is at least one 45O arc. Consider the arc xy which is chosen to satisfy (3.2) and which is furthest towards the bottom in the drawing of F,@ F,. Let it be an arc of yi. Refer now to Figure 2 .
The vertex z must be in y, for otherwise we could replace X, y in yi by x, z, y, contradicting the fact that the size of y is pk(Fp). Let z be a vertex of ya. First suppose that z is on the right edge of the drawing of l?,@I,.
Then z is the last vertex of ya. Removing z from yz and replacing x, y in yi by X, z, y, we contradict (3.1). If z is on the bottom edge of the drawing of Fp@Fq, then z is the first vertex of ya and we contradict (3.1) again. Now suppose that z is on neither the bottom edge nor the right edge of Fp@ F,,. Using the above argument, we may also suppose that z is neither the first or
last vertex of yZ, Then by choice of xy we have the situation shown in Figure  3 . We then replace x, y in yr with x, Z, y, and u, Z, v in yZ with u, v. But now ys contains a 45O arc further to the right than xy, contradicting the choice of xy to satisfy (3.2). It follows that there is no 45" arc and y is a k-path of I, x Iq. Hence pk( IP@ I,) = pk( IP x I,).
We now prove by induction on k that pk( I', x I',,) = Ef= l[m + n -(2t -l)] for k = 1,. . . ,min{ p, 9). This has already been noted for k = 1, and we now assume k > 1. Let y be a k-path of IP x I, with size pk(I'? x I,) which is partitioned into paths yr,. . . , yk. We first show that yr can be chosen so that it joins the vertex in the lower left comer to the vertex in the upper right comer. Suppose that yr joins vertex x to vertex y, and let there be a vertex u below x (see Figure 4) . Thus u is a vertex of one of ys,. . . , yk, for otherwise we may begin yr at u, contradicting the maximum size of y. Let yZ = Ur,"" U, = U, nt+ 1,. . . , u,. Then replacing yr = x, . . . , y by y; = Ur,'
. ., Ut, X,' . . , y and ys by yk = ut+ r,. . . , us, we obtain another partition of y into k paths with yi having longer length then y,. A similar argument applies when there is a vertex to the left of X, of a vertex to the right or above y. A finite number of applications of this argument leads to a partitioning of y into k paths in which one of the paths joins the vertex (1,1) in the lower left comer to the vertex ( p, q) in the upper right comer. We may take this path to be yl.
Since the paths ya,. . . , yk sha r e no vertex with yr, each lies entirely above yr or entirely below yr (see Figure 5 ). Hence the paths ya; . . , yk correspond, respectively, to pairwise vertex disjoint paths ~4,. . . , y; of r, ._ r X r, r of the same length (see Figure 5 ). Hence y', which is the union of the vertices in 
Proof_
Since r, X K, consists of q "disjoint copies" of r,,, clearly pk(rpXKy)=kp for k=l;.., 9. The proof that pk(I'p@'l I,) = p,(r;, x K4) is along the lines of the proof of p,(l?,,@rr,) = p,(I;, X r,) in Lemma 3.1.
Indeed, choose a k-path y of I;18 l r, of size pk( r,,@ I r,) and a partition of y into paths yi,. . . , yk satisfying (3.1) and (3.2). Let ry be an arc satisfying P,<Jp,rJ= P&X KJ. s ince rpar rq is isomorphic to r,@ Ir, and i?,, x rq is isomorphic to r, x KP, the lemma now follows.
n Finally we prove the following. In the next section we shall use Lemmas 3.1 to 3.3 to calculate the elementary divisors of the matrix tensor product (2.1).
ELEMENTARY DIVISORS OF TENSOR PRODUCTS
We now compute the elementary divisors of the tensor product of two matrices. As noted in Section 2, it suffices to compute the elementary divisors of a tensor product C = J,(a)@J,( b) of two Jordan matrices, and since C is triangular with constant main diagonal, the elementary divisors of C are its nonconstant invariant factors, and these are given by quotients of consecutive determinantal divisors. It is necessary to distinguish three cases according to whether both, one, or neither of a and b equals 0. But first we prove the following two lemmas.
Let T be an n x n matrix. Let 1~ r < n, and let 1~ i, < . . . < i, < n. The r X r submatrix of T formed by rows i,, . . *, i, and columns jl,. . . , j, is denoted by T[i,; . ., i, 1 jl; * ., j,]. The (n -r)X(n -r) submatrix formed by the rows complementary to those of i,; . ., i, and the columns complementary to those of jl; . . , j, is dentoed by T(i,,; . -, i, ) jl; . ., j,) and is called the complementarysubmutrix of T[i,; ..,i,) j,;.., j,]. The termrank p(T) of T is the maximum number of nonzero entries of T having the property that no two come from the same row or column. Let T, X, and Y be as in Lemma 4.1. Let P be a set of r rwnzero entries of X, rw two j?om the same row or column. Then the arcs of the digraph D(T) corresponding to P can be partitioned into at most n -r paths joining verticies in {I,; . -, l,_,.} to vertices in {k,; . ., k,_,}, and thus the set of vertices on these paths is an (n -r)-path of D(T).
Proof.
By Lemma 4.1, Y contains only O's on its main diagonal. Let T' and Y' be the matrices obtained from T and Y, respectively, by replacing the main diagonal entries of Y with 1's. Let P' be the union of P and the main diagonal entries of Y '. Then P' corresponds to a set of n arcs of the digraph D( T '), one going into each vertex and simultaneously one leaving each vertex. Thus these n arcs can be partitioned into cycles pl,. . . , pt for some t > 1. Since T has O's on and below its main diagonal, D(T) is acyclic (that is, D(T) has no cycles of any length 1,2,. . . , n ). Hence removing from p r,. . . , p f the arcs corresponding to the main diagonal entries of Y ', we are left with paths. Since the removal of each arc in turn increases the number of paths by at most 1, the total number of paths is at most n -T, and these paths join a terminal vertex of an arc corresponding to a main diagonal entry of Y ' to an initial vertex of an arc corresponding to a main diagonal entry of Y '. The lemma now follows. W
The following three lemmas suffice to determine the elementary divisors of a tensor product. . .,(l, k)} to the vertices in {(p, 9),(p -1,9);.
.,(p -k + 1,9)}. Now a path from (1, i) to (p -i + 1,9) has length at most p + 9 -(2i -1) -1 [and so size p + 9 -(2i -l)], with equality if and only if each arc of the path is either horizontal or vertical. Since the paths into which y' is partitioned cannot intersect, it follows that y' is partitioned into paths u;>. . . ,y; where for each i, y/ joins (1, i) to (p -i + 1,9), y,' has only horizontal and vertical arcs, and y/ has length p + 9 - Figure 10) . By Lemma 3.2 pk( D( C)) = k9 for k = 1,. . . , p. It follows as in the proof of Lemma 4.3 that the degree of dpy_,JX) is at least pq -kq for k = 1;. ., p. Let M, be the submatrix of C obtained by deleting columns (1, l) , . . . , (k, 1) and rows (1,9), . . . , (k, 9). There is a unique collection of k vertex disjoint paths which join the vertices in ( (1,l); . . ,(k, l)} to the vertices in { (1,9) ;
. .,(k, 9)}, and these paths are "vertical" paths of length 9 -1 joining (1,l) to (1,9);
. .,(k, 1) to (k, 9). It follows as in the proof of Lemma 4.3 that det M, = aXPY-kq + (higher degree terms)
for some (Y # 0 and hence that d,q_k(X)=Apqpkq for k=l;..,p.
Hence for k = 1;. ., p, e,(A) = XQ and the lemma holds. THEOREM 4.6. Let A and B be m X m and n X n matrices respectively over a field F which contains all the eigenvalues of A and B. Then the
